Patterns of gene expressions induced by arsenic trioxide in cultured human fibroblasts.
Arsenic exposure is associated with several human diseases and particularly, with neoplasia. Although the mechanism of arsenic toxicity is not fully understood, several recent works pointed out the involvement of oxidative stress in arsenic-induced DNA damage that, in living cells, correlates with changes in gene expressions. In cultured human fibroblasts exposed for 24 h to micromolar arsenic concentrations, we studied, using real-time RT-PCR, the expression profile of a limited number of genes: genes coding for a stress protein (HSP70), transcription factors (cJUN, cFOS, ETR103, ETR101 and TTP) and cell cycle or DNA repair proteins (P21, GADD153). We observed that the expression profile of genes followed individual different patterns that can be summed up in early-transient gene expression by contrast to delayed gene expression.